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Motivation for Introducing IPAC Light Peer Review

• Boost the impact factor of “Physical Review 
Accelerators and Beams” (PRAB):

 Also of other journals used by the accelerator community. 

• Improve the academic standing of accelerator S&T at 
Universities and Laboratories:
 Train accelerator students and postdocs in the processes of peer-

reviewed publication.

 Strengthen the position of accelerator scientists in funding discussions 
and project applications. 
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The IPAC Light Peer Review (LPR) Process (1/2)

• IPAC’17 pioneered the trial of peer review of a subset of the submitted 
papers, driven by EPS-AG Task Force White Paper. 

• Target of roughly 10% of IPAC papers to migrate to a peer reviewed 
conference proceedings. This fraction of 10%, also being consistent with the 
perceived available resources to perform the reviews. 

• IPAC’17 conducted its trial, and the outcome was 
successful: 

 authors responded well to the call, 

 reviews were performed effectively and well supervised, 

 and papers were forwarded to the Institute of Physics (IoP) 
publisher after re-formatting for IoP compliance. 
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The IPAC Light Peer Review (LPR) Process (2/2)
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• The procedure worked quite well, albeit “smooth running” was slightly 
compromised by haste and novelty. 

• The LPR procedure is however under-documented: Guidelines are available, 
but does not describe details of the SPMS peer review module. 

• IPAC’18 was mandated by the “Americas” region’s “Particle Accelerator 
Conference” OC, to similarly introduce a partial light peer review on a trial 
basis – while incorporating 
experience from IPAC’17. 

• IPAC’19 and IPAC’20 to follow                                                                                     
this process incorporating 
improvements as necessary 
from previous conferences.



LPR Acceptance Criteria

• The published work must not contain clear errors or important factual mistakes. 
• The paper must include own work, performed by the authors and not published 

elsewhere. 
• Some aspect or part of the work must be original or demonstrate clear progress 

over other reports of the work. 
• The presentation of the results must be understandable. 
• The paper must be in good English. 
• Work and related results by others must be referenced and properly acknowledged. 
• The paper must include references to literature that are appropriate. 

• Papers are considered not-correctable and therefore rejected in following cases: 
 The whole Ansatz is wrong. 
 The work is from somebody else or claiming authorship from somebody else. 
 Requested changes are not implemented in time. 
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IPAC’17, 18 and 19 Lessons Learned (1/2)

• At IPAC’17 and IPAC’18 all communications were either between the SPB 
and reviewer, or between the SPB and author (or between the PRAB 
Editor and author). In order to guarantee confidentiality of the reviewer, 
there was no communication permitted between reviewer and author:
 Selected LPR papers agreed on ‘first-come, first-served’ basis – already in 

guidelines!

• At IPAC’18 the SPB was extensively loaded with review interventions and 
email correspondence - such as requests for clarification or complaints 
that reviewer was mistaken. 

• At IPAC’18 the number of volunteer referees could have handled twice the 
actual load of submitted papers – almost the same for IPAC’19! 

• At IPAC’19 timescales were highly compressed - a real impact if referees 
or authors are not prompt – single referee reviewed almost 40 papers!
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IPAC’17, 18 and 19 Lessons Learned (2/2)

General:

• The JACOW proceedings must explicitly indicate which of the papers (in 
its archive) are pre-prints of the peer-reviewed IoP conference 
proceedings – Note: this isn’t currently happening for Jacow proceedings. 

• Main Class MC7, Accelerator Technology, is very broad in scope, making 
the assignments between MC7 referees difficult and papers would have 
been easier to assign if the MC7 referees had been able to specify their 
sub-class specializations (time consuming):

 Note: had 101 IPAC20 reviewers identified for MC7!
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IPAC LPR Statistics
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>2.5x

Projected

>1.8x

IPAC17 IPAC18 IPAC19 IPAC20*

Total conference participants 1350 1276 1008

Total papers submitted 1426 1502 1215 2193

Total LPR papers submitted 123 190 237 625

Number of referee volunteers 387 495 421 310

LPR papers accepted 110 177 219 580

LPR papers rejected ?? 13 18 45

LPR papers accepted (total papers) 8% 12% 18% 26%

LPR papers accepted (total LPR papers) 87% 93% 92% 93%

* Figures as of abstract submission deadline 5/12/19

More needed

IPAC17 IPAC18 IPAC19 IPAC20*

Total conference participants 1350 1276 1008

Total papers submitted 1426 1502 1215 2193

Total LPR papers submitted 123 190 237 625

Number of referee volunteers 387 495 421 310

LPR papers accepted 110 177 219 580

LPR papers rejected ?? 13 18 45

LPR papers accepted (total papers) 8% 12% 18% 26%

LPR papers accepted (total LPR papers) 87% 93% 92% 93%



Agreed LPR Changes for IPAC’20

1. Additional time identified for LPR process to be conducted, +1 week 
c.f. IPAC19.

2. Increase number of reviewers:

 SAB request issued in Feb, increased numbers from 310 to 375 (>20%).

 Invitation to IPAC’20 LPR authors to volunteer – 2nd stage process (maybe 
make mandatory?).

3. Additional sub-classification to be included in SPMS for MC7: 
Accelerator Technology.

4. Add question for reviewers to refer papers for PRAB publication.

5. Propose to ensure LPR process is more visible on website and 
Jacow publishing.
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Incredibly disappointing that we couldn’t 

complete LPR process for IPAC’20!



Presented at SP2 IPAC19 Melbourne

PRAB

1.788

Actual

PRAB

1.71

Projected
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Conclusions

• IPAC LPR process is directly impacting PRAB JIF.

• More accelerator community authors are seeing the benefit of 
the LPR process.

• Since 2017, LPR requests have increased considerably:
 IPAC’20 LPR requests 5x higher than IPAC’17!

• Process now exceeds the original 10% expectation, requiring 
more reviewers and a better formulated process.

• Adding more time, more reviewers, easier paper allocation and 
stronger visibility for LPR are all benefits for future IPAC 
conferences to ‘hopefully’ realise.



Thank You


